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MEETING NOTICE
On Thursday, January 10 our first general meeting of the new year
will be held in the Museum of Indian Archaeology Gallery, Somerville House
(Rm. 128) at 8:00 P.M. Dr. Peter Reid will kick off 1980 with Polish Perspectives
in Archaeology - Bronocice: A Middle Neolithic Capital in Southern Poland.
This dissertation will go a long way to explaining how Peter was able to master
so rapidly the mysterious Wolf Phase of the tri-county kingdom.
Come and meet your new executive!
Bring a friend

EXECUTIVE REPORT

A very pleasant initial meeting of the 1980 executive was held at
the Keron residence in Thamesford on January 2. Norah and Rudy briefed
the new executive on their duties - which, in the case of Vice-President;,
were somewhat onerous; however, no objection was raised by Rob.
Rudy agreed to provide a news section for future KEWA's entitled
the Ontario Round-up, in which he would describe current events in other
*

O.A.S. chapters. Discussion also centered around the fact that the 1980
CHAPTER FEES ARE NOW DUE and that our Chapter requires additional
members. To this end, the executive agreed to launch a multi-media membership
drive.
The rest of the executive meeting was taken up with a protracted
discussion of the 1980 O.A.S. symposium which will be held in London on
October 25 and 26, 1980.

In order to make this exciting event a success,,

we will have to obtain the support and assistance of all Chapter members,.

Five committees were struck to organize the symposium finances, accommodations:
publicity, operations, and agenda. More details will be forthcoming at
future general meetings and in KEWA.
SOCIAL REPORT

A number of our members will be presenting talks to other groups
this month. Rudy Fecteau will address the Windsor Chapter of the O.A.S.
concerning the archaeobotany of the-w»rH Southwestern Ontario on Tuesday,
January 8. The next day he will present a more technical talk at the
University of Windsor. Bob Pearce of the Museum of Indian Archaeology
will be speaking to the London and Middlesex Historical Society on
January 15 regarding Recreating the Lawson Site.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES - DIVISION OF PARKS

Several positions are available in the Visitor Services Programmes
in Cyprus Lake, Fathom Five and MacGregor Point Provincial Parks for the
period of May to September, 1980.
The Park's Visitor Service Programme is designed to enhance the
park user's experience by providing information about the park and
surrounding area and by providing a variety of activities through which
the visitor can explore and learn about the park resources. These may
include guiding hikes, conducting evening programmes, writing publications,
producing slide shows, and supplementing the resource data base of the
park.
Candidates for these positions must enjoy working with people.
£

It is important that they have the ability to communicate well either
verbally, in writing or through an artistic media. They must have a
working knowledge of and appreciation for the natural environment and
our cultural heritage, especially as they relate to provincial parks.
Students with a background in biology, geology, geography,
history, audio visual, graphics or any natural resource field are
encouraged to send their resume by February 29, 1980 to the District
Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources, 611 Ninth Avenue East, Owen
Sound, Ontario N4K 3E4.

THE PRESIDENT'S PAGE (OR A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT)

First let me rest your fears that that inspirational plague on
monthly newsletters known as something like "The presidents page" or "A word
from the president", will become a regular feature of KEWA. I have no intention
of making this a regular habit, but there are a few things I would like to
say.
First, on behalf of all the members of the Chapter, the outgoing
executive (Norah and Rudy) should be given a very large thank you.

Now that

I am beginning to get involved in Chapter activities I can begin to appreciate
the amount of work and planning that went into running it last year. When
things go smoothly, it is easy to take for granted what goes into keeping
it so.

For the upcoming year, the 1980 OAS Symposium dominates everything
i
else. This is certainly the biggest project undertaken by our Chapter and
will consume many man hours to plan and organize, let alone actually accomplish.
'i
To make it come off smoothly will require the commitment of the whole Chapter,
;;
f
i
particularly during-the actual event. The basic organization to carry out the
symposium has been put in place by last year's executive, but will require
i
more volunteers in the near future in order to put things into motion.
Another idea which has come up is to hold a Chapter dig this.
spring or summer.

This would mean interested members making a comrnitmeiit

to the project and carrying it through to the reporting stage. The amount
of time that a volunteer force could provide would limit the size of the
project, but this would not detract from the fun. It would also mean that
one of the Chapter members, would have to apply for the license. One
suggestion which has come up is from Bill Fox who has located a small, but
interesting nineteenth century site near Delaware.

One final area where Chapter members could become actively involved
i

1s in survey work. It is not necessary to elaborate on the amount of
destruction being inflicted on archaeological sites. Several Chapter
members including myself should be licensed for survey work this year
and would likely appreciate some help. Perhaps in a future addition of
KEWA we can publish a list of Chapter members

holding licenses and looking

for help in their particular area of survey.
All in all, this year is shaping up as a year of unprecedented
activity for the Chapter. It should be fun.

VANPORT POINTS
SIZE: It should be understood that the Vanport points
are often extensively re-worked. With this in mind,
their maximum length, width, thickness and hafting
width ranges are 60-85 mm., 33-49 mm., 5-8 mm and
17-28 mm., respectively.
SHAPE: Vanport points are identical in form to the
Manker stemmed and corner-notched bifaces described
by Montet-White (1968). Manker bifaces are produced
from ovate preforms; however, the terms pvate-acumipate
and trianguloid could be applied with equal accuracy.
Initial lateral and basal edge configurations are
probably slightly convex, while cross-sections are
lenticular.
FLAKING: Original production flake scars on Vanport
point preforms are broad and flat. Usually, the
flakes feathered out to produce a relatively smooth, flat surface.
RAW MATERIAL: All Vanport points are manufactured from "Flint Ridge chalcedony"
usually, of the cream to slightly bluish colour variant.

~

DISTRIBUTION: These points occur regularly throughout the Thames and north Erie
shore/Niagara Peninsula drainages, but become more sporadic in their distribution
as one proceeds north along the Lake Huron shore - one was recovered from the
Thede site (Finlayson, 1977).
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Vanport points are morphologically related to the
Bayport and Dongola chert Norton corner-notched points described by Griffin and
Flanders (1970) recovered from Mounds C and H. Three radio-carbon dates for
the mounds suggest a date of A.D./B.C. to 200 A.D. for Vanport points, which
is consistent with Montet-White's age assessment (1968). These points were
probably manufactured by Hopewellian peoples in Ohio and imported by local
Middle Woodland groups in Southwestern Ontario.
REMARKS: Vanport points probably functioned as knives, rather than projectile
points, but the requisite wear analyses needed to determine function have not
been undertaken. These large, attractive bifaces obviously were valued by the
the local Native groups who imported them and consequently, they often exhibit
extensive re-sharpening/reworking affecting their blade form. It is not unusual
for specimens to display steeply retouched concave lateral edges.
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